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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Introduction
Understanding what is read may be more of a
problem than it is usually recognized to be. H. Alan
Robinson has said that, "The junior high school is some-
what of a twilight zone as far as sequence of reading
skills is concerned. There is little certainty, es-,
pecially in considering study skills, about where to be-
gin and where to go developmentally speaking."
l
The junior high school teacher must evaluate in-
dividual pupils in terms of sp~cific weaknesses. and
strengths. If he is a fairly typical teacher, he has
not had a single course in the teaching of reading.
Statement of the Problem
In view of the above observation and finding
through recent experience that it is a reality, the
p~esent writer had undertaken a study to find ways and
means of assisting the junior high teacher in presenting
lH. Alan Robinson, itA Cluster of Skills; Espe-
cially for Junior High Schools," The Rea.ding Teacher, XV,
(Sept., 1961), p. 25-28.
1
2and using the study skills--specifically Organizational
Skills--for the purpose of improving reading compre-
hension in the content areas, particularly in Social
Studies. It has b€en recommended and the writer whole-
heartedly agrees that a course in basic reading instruc-
tion be required of all prospective secondary school
teachers.
Scope and Limitations
Learning to study through the use of reading is
not confined to anyone school subject nor to anyone
school year in the child's school life. The process be-
gins in kindergarten and is scarcely complete even by the
end of the youth's school life. This paper has been
limited to teaching the organizational study skills for
Social Studies and has tried to help the teacher show
children how to apply these skills successfully. The
secondary school teacher seems to come up against the
problems Is it my responsibility to teach social
studies skills or content? The writer of this paper re-
spondsl Why not both, and how can we make this task less
of a problem? The review of literature has been limited
to the past ten years in hope of keeping the material re-
cent. Because there seems to be a great need for it, the
idea of in-service training for junior high teachers has
also been included to some degree in the paper.
3Significance of the Study
The improvement of reading ability is part of
the content area curriculum. Content area teachers
therefore, should be concerned with some basic princi-
ples of instruction. Students should be helped to de-
velop study techniques they can apply to specific content
area reading~ and should be guided in the application of
such techniques. It had been felt that junior high
teachers might welcome a collection of ideas for the
presentation of study skills and incorporation of these
skills into the social studies area. By reviewing the
literature, this writer had hoped to do just that. Most
junior high school students will probably not become
specialists in history or geography. They do need to
learn to read social studies content with comprehension.
If they can do this reading now with success, they are on
the way to becoming reading~ thinking citizens of the
future. ~li·th some lively curiosity~ the confidence that
they have the ability to read effectively, and a place
and a time to work~ elementary and junior-senior high
school students should be able to study without special
courses.
Content area teachers shudder when they are told
that "Every teacher is a teacher of reading." They thinl<:
of themselves usually as teachers of a.subject and not as
teachers of the skills of reading.
4Reading study skills cannot be separated from
content. This paper has tried to show this. Any attempt
to teach reading without utilization of the content ma-
terials within the curriculum defeats the purposes of
instruction.
CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE
Organizational Skills for Junior High School
In reviewing the literature related to the study
skills used in reading and applied in the content sub-
jects, the writer found that most authorities agree that
the study skills are tools for learning, both in and out
of school. An adequate command of the skills is vital so
that students can gain insights concerning their society'
and develop habits of intellectual and social behavior.
It is a well-known fact that elementary and
secondary pupils are compelled to read in content fields
where fundamental 'differences exist in specialized sub-
ject matter. Reading proficiency can be improved im-
measurably if pupils in the elementary grades become
familiar with reading teChniques necessary in reading
expository materials. One of the major problems con-
fronting the classroom teacher is that students do not
know how to study nor to use a study-type of reading. 1
lSister Joseph Beckett, itA Study of the Compre-
hension Skills of Children with Average and Superior Read-
ing Ability in the Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Grades,"
(unpublished rv1aster' s Thesis, Cardinal Striatch College,
1968), p. 5.
.5
6One of the most exciting and challenging areas
for helping children to meet the demands of the modern
curriculum seems to be that of study skills. There are
certain skills whi~h simply could not be mastered at
certain levels. One must work step by step with a great
deal of repetition and re-teaching. It takes time. Bond
states that, by beginning when the youngsters first come
to school and working in' a developmental fashion, by the
time they are seniors most of them will have developed
an efficient system patterned somewhat after the designs
presented to them. 2
The effective teaching of reading in subject areas
is the real challenge in meeting the needs of junior
high pupils. However, meeting this challenge pre-
sents a complex problem with needed research lacking
on variables such as teacher training, correlation of
subject objectives with reading objectives, provision
of adequate materials, grouping for instruction,
measurement and evaluation of outcomes, and establish-
ment of guidelines for administration and supervision
. . ~
of programs once they are 1n operat10n. J
Outlining a selection for study purposes.--The
secondary student finds himself faced with increasingly
greater amounts of printed material which mu·st be read,
comprehended, and remembered. Thus, the abilities related
2George Bond, "Study Skills at All Levels, "So-
C) olop:ical ancl Ph'{chologicaJ_ F'actors in Reading, Annual
Reading Institute, (Philadelphia, Pa.: Temple University,
196J.t), p. 85.
3Edwa.rd Summers, "Review of Recent Research in
Reading in Content Subjects at the Junior High Level,"
Improvement of Reading Through Classroom Practice, Inter-
national Reading Association Conference Proceedings, Edi-
ted by J. Allen Figurel, IX, (Newark, Delaware: Inter-
national Reading Association, 1964), pp. 38-40.
7to the identification of main ideas and to the contruc-
tion of an outline of these ideas and their supporting
details become valuable adjuncts to the student's attempts
to assimilate new knowledge •.
Outlining-selections several pages in length
using topics, sub-topics, details, and sub-details.--
Outlining at the secondary level is essentially an ex-
tension of the same skill introduced in the intermediate
grades, except that sub-details are sometimes used to ex-
press involved and sophisticated relationships. The
functional use of outlining shoud be stressed, and the
students should be encouraged to make use of outlining
procedures when preparine a theme, planning an oral talk,
or assimilating the important ideas from a lengthy selec-
tion.
Taking notes from selections several pages in
length with specific purposes in mind.--Note-taking with
specific purposes in mind differs from note-taking used
to gather the main ideas from a selection, which is usually
done in outline form. A major problem is the mainten-
ance of order during the note-taking process, and of
organization prior to reorganization later on. The use
of J x 5 cards~ one for each important idea, is one way of
achieving these ends.
Summarizing selections of several pages or more
in length.--One way to develop the summarizing skill in
content areas is by means of the oral lesson. Choose a
8selection several pages in length. Ask the class to read
it silently. When they are finished, call upon various
members of the class to contribu.te important ideas to
an outline which lS then written on the chartboard. This
type of assignment should be followed by written assign-
ments related to selections which are appropriate to
the content areas being studied.
Classifying information under appropriate head-
ings or a chart to show likenesses and differences.--
An example would be having the students list ideas pre-
sented under one of two appropriate headings.
Placing events in sequential order or under spe-
cial headings to show time sequence or relationships.--
Both time sequence and cause and effect sequence are
among the most important understandings needed for effec-
tive conceptual development of history. Such skills may
be introduced during discussion periods in class by such
questions as "What was the first important event?"
"Trace the development of It "What was the outcome
of ?" A time-line may be used to develop temporal as
well as cause and effect sequence.
Formulating plans for a research topic.--Students
should be encouraged to use a standard format when prepar-
ing for research. The major ideas involved in the plan
should be recorded in outline form, within the framework
of an accepted format.
9Taking notes from lectures, speeches, and inter-
views.--A most useful approach to this type of note-
taking is the outline. Most speakers present their mater-
ial in some type of logical order which is conducive to
the use of the outline method. 4
Study of Related Literature
If one examines the field of child development
and what colleagues in this area of interest have to say,
the matter of study skills becomes one of the most impor-
tant in all of education. One of the most exciting and
challenging areas in the improvement of quality seems
to be that of study skills. If one can help children use
every moment of every school day at a maximum level of
efficiency, then the quality of their education can proba-
bly be improved tremendously.
Bond states that interest in study skills appeared
to take a spurt after World War II. Students going into
graduate work sometimes had rather serious reservations
about their ability to compete successfully at the gradu-
ate level. The pace seemed to be so much more rapid than
when they had been there earlier. In those days there
was Ii ttle research on study s"kills and teachers who were
attempting to help G.I.'s were doing it on a trial-and-
error basis.
4Robert Kranyik and Florence Shankman, How to
Teach Study Skills (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Teachers
Practical Press, 1963), pp. 45-47.
10·
About seven years ago a program was begun with
the teachers in the schciols in Nyack, New York, where
every teacher and every child were involved every year
in a schoolwide pr~gram for developing study skills.
The first step was a series of workshops for the teachers
beginning with the high school teachers and working back.
This was a series of one-semester workshops which
met weekly for six weeks, two hours a session. When this
was finished, an outline was made of what might be accom-
plished from the time the children came to kindergarten
until the end of the senior year. 5
Davis says that instruction in the skills neces-
sary for organized thought should be initiated at the
beginning of a child's school life. Some children will
come to school with experience in differentiating impor-
tant ideas from trivia, in following a sequence, and/or
in predicting outcomes. Others will be completely lacking
in these experiences. The insightful teacher, at any
level, will try to determine the child's readiness level
in these skills and build upon the framework which is
there. As in teaching any skills involved with reading,
it is important to follow the sequence of language develop-
mentl listening, speaking, reading~ writing.
5Bond, "Study Skills at All Levels, "Socio-
logical Factors, p. 85.
11
Davis states that the insightful teacher will
also recognize the importance of immediate reinforcement
which can be provided through discussion periods follow-
ing each experience in the development of these skills.
Putting only a letter grade on outlines or summaries
does not lead the child to develop these skills. lIe Inust
know how to improve these skills. It is Davis' opinion
that this will best be developed through the interaction
of discussion with peers as well as with the teacher. 6
According to Summers, concern regarding the im-
provement of reading at the secondary level has been
expressed for a considerable period of time. Even though
this concern has been expressed and scattered improvement
programs have been in existence, the greatest growth in
programs at this level has occurred within the last two
decades. In the last ten years in particular there has
been a virtual explosion of programs reported for the
secondary level.?
In a recent paper examining the nature and scope
of developmental reading in secondary schools, Karlin
noted that more reading instruction is being given at the
6Elizabeth Davis, "Organizational Sl<ills in Ele-
mentary School~" Develonmental Read.in·:r: Diao-nostic Teach-
inR, Proceedings of the Annual Reading Institute, Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania: Temple University, 1967), p. 52.
7Summers, "Revievv of Research in Content Sub j ects, "
Impro",ement of Rea.di.n;'?;, p. ~38.
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Junior high school level than at the senior high school
level. However~ he states that the scope and signifi-
cance of reading instruction in grades seven, eight, and
nine is really not known at this time.
S
Niles asks ~ "l{ow much does a content teacher need
to lcnow about teaching reading?" She suggests that one
way to approach this question is to remember -the diffcr-
ence between a good reading teacher and a good content
teacher--both teaching reading. The skills come first in
the reading teacher's thinking who doesn't care what the
content is so long as it is interesting and suited to the
maturity of the students.
To the content teacher the content comes first.
The skill or skills -to be taught depend on the nature of
the content. Both teachers are right. Not enough effort,
Niles states~ has hitherto been given to understanding
the content teacher's approach. 9
The emphasis in published articles~ as stated by
Sister Julitta~ and in discussions on remediation is on
8Robert Karlin, "r~ature and Scope of Developmental
Reading in Secondary Schools," Read.irlr; as An Intellectll.al
Ac·tivi tv, Interna·tional Reading Association Conference
Proceedings~ Edited by J. Allen Figurel~ VIII, (Newark,
Delaware: International Reading Association, 1963), P' 53.
901ive f\!iles~ "IiOVJ ri1uch Does a Content Teacher Need
-to I\:novl About ·che Teaching of Reading?" Imnroveme11t of
Reading Throu~h Classroom Practice~ International Reading
Association Conference Proceedings, Edited by J. Allen
Figurel~ IX, (I'{ev.,ark~ Delavlare: International Reading
Association, 1964), p. 41.
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deficiencies. She states that it is apparent that too
frequently the teacher in remedial work tends to look at
the under-side of the weave--the deficiencies--rather than
the upper side--ttle skills to be developed. It is only
by developing the fundamental skills that the teacher can
hope to do corrective work and help the retarded reader
gain the power to master the total act of reading. Skills
can be taught only if they are bro'ken dovm into their com-
ponent parts. 10
rJIichaelis states that as teachers v/ork with
children~ specific help and instruction should be given
so that children see the relationships among skills~
apply them to problems in the social studies~and bring
them to ever higher levels of d,evelopmen-t. In most si tu-
ations~ it is possible to use topics and content from
the social studies as a basis for providing practice in
using study skills~ thus promoting the learning of basic
ideas as well as the improvement of independent study
81ci118.
A trend~ noted by Michaelis~ in the development
of independen-t s-Gudy skills has been to give them earlier
emphasis in the instructional pro~ram. In addition to
lOSis-ter Juli tta; "Iden-tifyillg Significant Reading
S1\:ilJ.s: In Corrective and Remed.ial Classes ~" Read.inr;:
Seventy-five Years of Progress~ #96~ Proceedings of Annual
Conference on Reading~ Edited by H. Allen Robinson.
(Chicago: School Review~ 1966)~ p. 46.
14
earlier grade placement of study skills, it is recognized
that more-able children in every grade may move far beyond
usual grade expectancies. For example, there are children
in Grade III or Ii using references~ "making outlines, and
preparing reports that in former years would have been
found only in upper grades.
Two other related trends of significance in the
social studies~ accordin8 to Michaelis~ are the use of
multiple sources of information in order to obtain vary-
ing points of view~ more complete information on selected
topics~ deeper understandings and appreciations; and" an
increased use of the skills involved in gathering and
organizing information. The use of multiple sources of
information has proven the need for developine skills in
using the aids in textbooks and references. Emphasis on
gathering and organizing information has accentuated the
need for such skills as finding and arranging material in
alphabetical order~ notetaking, outlining~ pooling infor-
11
mation from various sources~ and preparing reports.
It appears to Courtney that the ability to organ-
ize oral and written material does not come naturally--
at least not to many students. Nor is it a natural out-
growth of intelligence. Rather this skill must be learned
IlJohn Michaelis; Social Studies for Children in
a Democracy (Englewood Cliffs~ New Jerseys Prentice-Hall,
1968), p. 365.
15
through instruction~ practice~ and refinement. This
training should be sequential. Genuine~ top-flight com-
mand of the skill cannot be achieved by either incidental
or sporadic instruction nor by isolated drill. 12
The more the pupil can retain of what he has
read~ the better informed person he becomes. Teachers
observe that the pupils who read and then outline or
summarize what they have read in a paragraph or two re-
tain facts and ideas better than those who only read. lJ
Courtney declares that reading teachers are con-
vinced of and committed to the value of all the study
s]ci1ls~ including the organizational 81\:i118 of outlining~
note-taking~ and summarizing. This enthusiasm~ however,
means little unless extended to all teachers and through
them efficaciously to the pupils. It is not enough for
the teacher to proclaim the value~ the economy, the per-
sistent application of these skills in all academic work.
The high school pupil must reach this conviction himself
through hiG ovm experience. The adolescent will be con-
vinced only by personal experiences with procedures which
~ive him better results~ save him time~ or are easier
l2Bro t11er Lenard CO'Llrt11ey ~ "OI'gani zation Produced,"
Develo-oin.,~ Sttld Skills ill Secondar' Schools, Perspectives
in ReadinG~ IV~ Newark~ Delaware: International Reading
Association~ 1965)~ p. 156.
13Gertrude r{ildre'th, Teachinp; Re8.dinp:, (NevI York:
Holt~ Rinehart and Winston~ 1965)~ p. 459.
16
in the long run. 14
According to Herber~ in reading materials on
study skills these skills are given isolated attention.
In actual practici~ individual reading and thinking skills
are not applied in isolation. They are combined in various
pat·cerns to form study skills. Tl1ere is fragn1entation
only in discussion. In actual application of the skills,
there is fusion. Students have to apply them in various
combinations according to the purposes established for
their study.15
Hetber also says that there is widespread concern
that intermediate grade students do not read social
studies material as efficiently as they could. This
inefficiency persists in spite of the fact that the read-
ing and study skills related to social studies material
have been identified and that teachers know how to teach
·tl1esc slcil1s successfully. The il'1tel"n1edia·te grade teacher
teaching social studies shares a common problem with his
secondary school colleague. Is his responsibility to
teach social studies skills or content? Investigations
have concluded that study skills yield to improvement
lL~Courtney~ "Organization" ~ Developing Study
S1(il.1G~ p. 83.
l5Harold I-Ierber, "Developing Stud.y Skills in
Secondary Schools ~" Persnectives il1 Readin:~~ IV, (t~evlark,
Delaware: International Reading Association~ 1965),
p. 5.
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when they are isolated and given special practice. The
assumption~ statecl by }Ierber~ is ·chat the teacher v,ill
provide practice on the selected skills along with in-
struction in social studies content. 16
Courtney says that if it is accepted that study
is a "process of acquiring by one's own efforts lcnovv-
to lead students to independence or self-dependence in
their learning. There are several implications in this
statement. A simple explanation of better techniques,
whether content or study~ is inadequate without con-.
tinuing supervised practice to fix the skill. The
teacher who is convinced both of the validity of this
principle and the irnportarlcc of any 81ci11 vlill grasp
every opportunity to renew motivation and exploit the
occasion. Independence supposes initiative. Students
carlnot be molded into cornmon practice; rather they mus-t
be encouraged to adapt~ modify~ personalize study tech-
niqucs~ abstracting from every procedure what best fits
the individual need. l ?
16Harold Herber, "Reading Study Skills: Social
S-l;udies ~ It Rea.d.in,!?; an.d Il1gl1iry ~ In·t~rn~tional Reading
Association Conference Proceedings; X~ Edited by J. Allen
Fi{~rel, (I,revlark, De1a\vare: InternatiOl1.al Reading Associ-
a ion, 1965) ~ p. 9[I'f
].7Brotl1cr Courtrlcy, "Study S1\:i11s Needed in the
El1GIish C1assroon," Rcaclinp; and Inguiry~ In·ternational
• ReadinG Association Conference Proceedings, X, Edited by
J. AJ_len FigLlrel ~ (flYeVlarlc; Delavlare: Il'lternational Read-
ing Association~ 1965)~ p. 99. .
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studerlts tried the ~techniques of underlinirtg, outlining,
writing precis summaries~ and simply reading and re-
reading on different selections equated for difficulty.
Little difference was found in the effectiveness of these
techniques. Analysis of students' behavior in this and
other experiments showed that the students did not know
how to use these higher skill techniques very well and
became GO involved in indiscriminate note-takine and
compositional ,efforts that their reading comprehension
was actually hindered. Having tried these techniques
or1ce 01'" tVlice.~ many sttldents decide to rely on the one
technique with which they are familiar--usually reading
and re-read.ing.
Robinson also tells of another experiment in
which evidence of increased efficiency possible with
ex~tended prac~tice and. of the transfer of efficiency to
otl1cr COtlJ~SeS is sI10\vn. Several hundred high school
18Elcanor lTenJcs, "Innovative Programs in OreGon, It
ForginG Ahead in Reading~ Proceedings of the Twelfth
Annual Convention of Il1-ternational Reading Association,
XII~ pt. 1. Edited by J. Allen Figurel~ (Nevvarl{~ Delavlare:
International Reading Association~ 1968)~ p. 217.
19
students received intensive training (daily lessons for
six weeks) in outlining typical study materials. Em-
phasis was placed on the thinking side of outlining. At
the end of the experiment it was found that the trained
group was better than a matched control ~roup (no train-
ing in outlining) in ability to comprehend what they
read and in performance on study materials in other
courses. 19
Cole gives this advice to students who differ
vJidely in the length of the notes they talce, in the
adequacy of their notes~ and in their dependence upon
them. "TaIte fairly de-tailed l1.otes of moderate length,
especially in lecture COtlrSes i11. v/hicll the professor
gives materials no·t covered irl -the reading assignments.
It is important that notes should be as good as possible,
because trley are hthe guide for study a11.d revievv. ,,20
Instruction in outlining and note-taking as
giveIl in the readi11g class should emphasize aVlareness
of the logical organization arrived at by use of key
\vords ~ main ideas ~ al1d cltlsters of mcaningflll sub-
ordinate details. The organization of ideas predicates
19Francis Robinson~ Effective Study~ rev. ed.
(t\!e'tl Yor]c: Harper~ 1961)~ 1). 21.
20Luella Cole ~ S-tu.d.ent· s Gtlide to Efficien-t Stud"T ~
(New York: Rinehart~ 1960)~ p. 35.
20
relationships existing among them. These relationships,
the student must be guided to understand, carry cues
within them which not only help him remember the ideas
so associated, bu~ contribute greatly to his ability
to recall and report on what he has read.
An informal survey of sixty college freshmen,
conducted by Brother Courtney in 1964~ failed to provide
evidence that the skills are known, or l1sed, or taught.
On successive class days, the students were checked on
their ability to 1) summarize carefully prepared dic-
tated material; 2) talce sys~tematic notes on dictated,
material; and 3) produce a basic outline from a piece of
expository,printed material. In no case did more than
half, of the students produce the essential material; and
the outlines tended to be more chaotic and disorganized
than orderly. Further investigation revealed that when
they thought back on their secondary school experiences,
only 5L~ per cent of the students could recall more t11an
cursory direction a11d practice on the teChYliques and
principles of outlining and note-taking. In a few cases,
note-taking and summarizing had been discussed and some
practice provided in guidance and special reading classes.
Research findings, mentioned by Courtney, indicate
that the traditional study-skills course, which usually
emphasizes comprehension, vocabulary development, listening
and note-taking, is not particularly beneficial. Glock
21
and Millman concluded that their evidence did not
Gupport required study-skills courses for the above-aver-
age high school student. Other studies have generally
shown that required courses produce the slightest gain
for students when measured against grades. Such courses
tend to emphasize the skills in isolation from particular
and specific subject matter which might excite interest,
curiosity, and motivation for the students. On the
basis of the studies reported , it WOtlld. seem preferable
to include concerted direction and practice, particularly
for the organizational 81ci118, in the context of regular
class work in subjects such as English or social studies.
The opportunity for learning the principles and techniques
of outlining, note-taking and summarizing with the actual
study material of a regular class could impress the pupils
with the pertinence of the skills. 21
Spache says that most classroom and remedial
teachers have witnessed improvement in a pupil's compre-
hension as a result of his incorporating outlining into
his study procedures. This observation is supported by
research confirming the values of continued training in
outlining in the study of many of the content subjects.
Several studies indicate that the use of key phrases as
a basis for outlinine and self-recitation is effective.
21C'ourtney, "Organization," Developing Stlldy
Skills, p. 81.
22
The preliminary outline is completed in detail as the
material is read thoroughly and serves as a basis for
the self-recitation or review steps. As a result of this
procedure, students soon show improved comprehension and
retention. To succeed in training students in intelli-
gent consistent use of outlining as an aid in difficult
materials does pot often happen. Nor can they be helped
to realize that this procedure is probably superior to
underlining, summarizing and certainly, to disorganized
notes. It is not surprising that surveys of pupil study
practice indicate little consistency in the use of outlin-
ing and some confusion regarding its real purpose and
value. 22
Unfortunately, many subject-matter teachers take
for granted that the study skills, even those specific
to their area, have been learned--or should be learned--
under other auspices, that their primary duty is develop-
ment of a content field. In-service training, teachers'
workshops, the diplomatic insistence of supervisors and
alert administrators will alter this attitude and convince
content-area teachers that they have the responsibility
to instruct their pupils in all the requisites for effec-
tive s
22George Spache, Toward Better Reading (Champaign,
Illinois: Garrard Publishing Company, 1963), p. 340.
In-Service Help in Reading Skills
in Con·tent Areas
Rare is the English teacher who has had profes-
sional preparation in teaching reading. It is hard for
such a teacher to accept the idea that he needs any help
in teaching reading skills.
The situation is not hopeless, for in each school
system are dedicated content area teachers who have a
sincere interest in reading. They mus·t be sought au t
and encouraged to attend college courses, reading work-
shops, institutes, and clinics, and take an active part
in local in-service reading programs. Expenses for this
additional training should be borne by the school system.
The ever increasing number of retarded readers,
according to Ross, and the demand for increased produc-
tion in all asp~cts of life are pressures affecting read-
ing instruction. There is widespread evidence of the
need to produce greater competency in reading instruc-
tion in a shorter time. This pressure has also resulted
in the origination of many new methods of teaching read-
ing and the modification of old ones. Each method has
its own particular values and teachers should become
familiar with them.
Many factors combine to make it mandatory that
in-service programs in reading improvement be conducted.
These programs must be organized to improv,e teacher train-
ing, to study the rnany new approaches to ·the teaching of
24
reading, to understand the junior high student, to evalu-
ate the abundance of new equipment and materials, and to
evaluate the reading program.
The adminfstration should structure an in-service
program which provides for local group participation.
Local groups should be encouraged to identify areas for
study and to plan and carry through projects which will
achieve desired changes.
Cooperation is the key to the success of in-
service projects. Every in-service improvement project
should be the cooperative effort of both teachers and
administrators. Consultant help should be provided as
needed.
Another effective in-service approach is the
provision of training courses for teachers with the
school system underwriting the cost of the program. The
use of the regular' summer school for students as .a labora-
tory for teachers enrolled in special training classes or
local in-service study groups is another effective method
of improving instruction.
In the development of a junior high school
reading program there must be a wise mixture of new
ideas with basic principles of learning and teaching to
produce a sound program. A sound program will produce
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compe'tent readers. 2)
Letson states that since any in-service program
to improve reading at the junior high school level will
in all probability· be dealing with subject matter teach-
ers who have had little or no training in how to teach
reading, it is important that the organization of such
a program,be carefully planned. The initial idea may
come from the administration, the staff, or the reading
consultant and planned procedures will see it through
to a successful conclusion.
Those charged, with the responsibility for in-
service programs should plan for the most effective
organization of the program so that it will enjoy the
support of the teachers who will be involved. This may
be achieved best by conduction a series of reading tests.
Results of these will provide ample evidence of the
students' needs and furnish the base upon which the in-
service program can be built. The administration should
plan for adequate supplies, room, and time to carry out
the program.
Letson says that a cooperative faculty is a
most important factor if the program is to function effec-
23Totsie Ross, "Basic Considerations in a Junior
High School Reading Program, It Vistas in Readintc;, XI, pt. 1,
Eleventh Annual Convention of International Reading Associ-
ation, Edited by J. Allen Figurel, (Newark, Delaware; Inter-
natiol1al Reading Assoc iation, 1967), p. 204.
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tively and provide improvement in reading in various
content fields. One way in which to accomplish this
is to provide the maximum in better working conditions--
flexibility of the- program, ample time to carry it out
as well as appropriate hours (not after school or Satur-
day mornings), practical demonstrations, team work,
visitations~ small-group meetings and individual partici-
pation. Important, too, are the proper attitudes, for
teachers at this level have a tendency to resist reading
instruction in their subject classes. Teachers must be
convinced that the program is theirs and that they are at
least helping to install it as well as direct it; to feel
that it was being imposed on them would be to doom it be-
fore it got started. Teachers must also be convinced
that such a program would improve the quality of their
teaching, of pupil learning, and would not deprive them
of precious time that would be spent better on content.
The one person whose job it is to maintain admin-
istrative support and to keep the staff happy and con-
vinced of the n~ed for the in-service program is the read-
ing consultant. He must have patience, tact, enthusiasm,
sympathy, knowledge, as well as ability to direct the
program at every turn. He will determine what type of
program is best and how it should be implemented.
Whether he is a member of the school reading committee,
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or the advisory staff, whether he is meeting with depart-
ments, or small groups, or individual staff members, he
is always coordinating the entire program. He has but
one responsibility~-the successful carrying out of an
in-service program. To accomplish this, he must depend
d ·· 11 d·· 24on goo organlzatlon, as we as coor lnatlon.
The importance of the in-service education role
of the consultant can be evaluated by noting the level of
pre-service training secondary teachers have had. In a
survey of 570 secondary teachers McGinnis reported that
less than 10 per cent of them received any instruction on
how to teach reading to high school students. Approximate-
ly three-fourths were taught to expect a great range of
reading ability within a given grade, but only one-fifth
,were shown how to adjust reading materials to the reading
levels of their students. Her full report effectively
documents the short comings in the preparation of secondary
teachers for reading instruction.~5
Belden goes on to say that in spite of the de-
plorable lack of pre-service education in reading it is
probably true that nearly 90 per cent of all study acti-
vities in the academic subjects in high school involve
2L~Charles Letson,' "Organizing an In-Service Pro-
gram for Effective ReadinG Instruction in the Junior High
8c11001," ImT)rOVemel1t of Read.i.ura; Instrtlc~tj OD Th r QlJr;h Class-
room Practice, International Reading Association Conference
IJroceedings, IX, Edited by J. Allen FigureJ_, (Nevlark,
Delaware: International Reading Association, 1964), p. 216.
25Dorothy J. rlIcGinnis, "T11e Preparation and Re-
.sponsibility of Secondary Teachers in thG Field of Read-
ing," The Readil1r; Teacher, XV, ;(Novernber, 1961).
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reading. In addition, it must be kept in mind, that t11c
high school population has made the teaching of reading
a very complex task. There are remedial readers, both
those reading belovl grad,e placement who are comrJaratively
easy to locate t and those able youths v/or'king belovl ·their
o'tm potential but reading at or near grade level v/ho are
not so e8 :ily identified in their classes; developmental
readers whose progress is normal but who require contin-
uous instruction in the new reading tasks of the high
school problem; and the able readers whose proficiency is
so high that reading instruction is erroneously assumed
not to be necessary.26
In Gouverneur~ New York; an in-service teacher
training program was held on five consecutive afternoons
from 3:30 to 4:30 to show teachers by actual demonstra-
tion how to teach the Robinson SQ3R method to their
junior high pupils. The readinG consultant planned the
five lessons so that the teachers could see how the
reading-study method could be used both for supervised
study in the classl~oom and for ind,ependent study out-
side the classroom.
At the first meeting, the consultant described
the method and handed out mimeographed directions for its
26Bernard Belden, "The Consultant in In-Service
Teacl1er Educa~tion," ImrY~covement of Reading Instrllctiol1
Through Classroom Practice, International ReadinG Associa-
tion Conference ProceedinGs, IX, Edited by J. Allen Figurel,
(:Nev/ark, Dela\vare: International Reading AssociatioIl,
1964), p. 217.
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use. The teachers were then divided into five role-
playing groupsl
1. Talented pupils
2. Slow learners
3. Average learners
4. Low-average learners
5. High-average learners
Heinrich reports that the teachers played the
game with enthusiasm, incorporating the discipllne problems
and learning problems they had so often encountered in their
own classrooms.
The consultant gave instructions and demonstrated
the use of the reading method in five different subjects,
using a wide variety of teaching materials (opaque pro-
jector, recordings, and similar devices).
The outstanding feature of this program was that
the co~sultant showed the teachers how to teach the read-
ing method, including specific teaching techn~ques, dif-
ferentiating assignments to fit individual needs and
motivating pupils. She was the teacher, the teachers were
the pupils, and the whole in-service series of lessons
was interesting, practical, and effective.
To tie together suggestions for teaching children
how to study .and to analyze weaknesses and plan improve-
ments in the classroom, Heinrich offered the following
checklist.
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Checklist for Teachers
_____1. Do you allow time regularly in class for indi-
vidual, supervised study?
_____2. Do you show children specific study techniques,
such as the Robinson SQJR reading-study method
and do you have them learn the techniques in
class under your guidance?
_____3. Are most of your homework assignments much more
than just routine memorizing, problem doing, and
chapter reading?
___4. Do you frequently give different homeVlorlc assign-
ments to different children, instead of making one
assignment for the entire class?
_____5. Do you frequently give your pupils several days
in which to complete homework assignments?
___6. Do YOUl'"' hornevlorlc assignmen-ts of-ten involve comrnu-
nity and home resources, such as viewing tele-
vision, listening to records, using the public
library, visiting Inuseums a11d otl1el'"' community
buildings?
_____7. In your relations with your pupils, do you avoid
threats or promises regard.ing marks and promotion?
___8. Do you have -time and -l;al\:e time ·to vlork closely
with individual pupils, helping them with problems
and encouraging and guiding them in their pursuit
of special interests?
___9. Do you consider your class a truly d.8sirable arld
interesting place to be? If you Vlere your ovrn
pupil, would you be enthusiastic about learning
in your' class?
10. Do you consider the primary purpose of schooling
--- to be the develo~ment of independent, self-edu-
cating persons?2 T (
27J"Ltne J-reinricll, r·'Ietl10d 0:[' Stud.'l, firs-t booklet,
Teacher Education Extension Service, Series 2, (Chicago:
Science Research Associates, 1967-68), p. 17.
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A definite need exists to upgrade the reading-
study skills teaching competencies of teachers. One way
to improve the skills of a teacher is through in-service
education. ~J1any school dis·tricts have -tried this but
their efforts, according to Nemeth, have met with almost
universal contempt of experienced teachers. How then is
professional educa·tion to be continually 11pgraded for the
teacher in the field? Fortunately, help is on the way
as seen by one approach as described briefly in the
following paragraphs.
An audio-visual approach to in-service ed.llca-
tion.--Syracuse University in coopera·tion v'li th Project
English and und,er the direction of Dr. Harold lIerber,
established a three year (196)-65) demonstration center
in reading at the Jamesville-Dewitt Junior-Senior High
School, Dewitt, New York. The objectives of this demon-
stration center were:
a.
b.
To demonstrate a secondary school program
in which all teachers at all grade levels
teacl1 read.ing and st1J~dy skills simlll tane-
otlsly \\1i th their' sub j ect area conten-t.
To nrovide ten hal_i,'-hour films VJl1ich v/ill
be used for in-service training programs
and show the planning, organization and
operation of this type of in-service pro-
gram.
Perhaps a similar attempt to establish a demonstration
center and produce in-service training films should be
mad,e for the conten-t areas on the elqmentary school
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level. 28
Evaluation should be an on-going concern in all
in-service training through
a. evaluation of courses, workshops and con-
ferences, etc. by supervisors and teachers;
and
b. yearly testing of pupils.
In-service training, especially for new teachers,
should be defined not only in terms of workshops, courses,
and institutes but also in terms of contacts with princi-
pals and reading specialists. More and better super-
vision by those who are well-versed in the problems of
-teaching reading~ is the sine q1J.a llQ..D for any program
aimed at the improvement of reading instruction.
In-service training should have as its final goal
the improvement of instruction in all areas of reading.
: There TI1US Je be a greater aVlareness of the fact
that individual differences exist among teachers as well
as they do among children. 29
Surnrnary
It is hibh~y improbable that educ~tors can agree
on 'llhich study slcills to teach, but they can perhaps
.. 28J:.oseph Nemeth, "Reading-S'tudy Skills in the
Content Areas," Rea,c1 ing clYlrl tr18 Related Arts, R·eport .. of
21st Annual Conference and Course on Readin9, (Pittsburgh,Pennsylvania: .,l!.niversitY.,of Pit·csburg11, 19b5), p. 116.
29J. Allerl FigLlrel, .ed. For,ging Ahead in Re2..dinr;,
Proceedlngs of -tIle TVlelfth .A.nnual C9nvention Of Inter-
national Reading Association, XII, pt. 1 (Newark, Delaware:
International Reading Association, 1968), p. 216.
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agree t,hat the skills need· to be taugh-t. It; is quito.
probable that the term "study 81\:i118" should be widened
to include attitudes, interests, and motivation--and
still other areas such as following directions, under-
lining, and skimming.
Some students do not use the skills and many
students do now know how. to use them. But most students
benefit from an orderly plan of learninG.
All content area teachers ha,ve in comrnon -the
desire to have their students demonstrate high proficiency
in that area. These teachers can exnect rather astonish-
. ~
ing results very soon after beginning study skills intruc-
tion. As occasions present themselves, some on-the-spot
help for poor note-takers~ poor butliners, poor summarizers
may be tried.
Or\.:;anizatioll s]<:ills are fU11damental to all good
study skills. Organized il1.formatio11 enables a pupil to
see what he has collected in his note-takin~. Until he
can organize his information, those notes tend to remain
a hodgepodge of the important and the unimportant, the
related 9-nd -the unrelated, the essential and the non-
essential.
Study skills imp~ove in a specific content ar~a
if they are given special atterition. Teachers may help
children if they ar~ taught to recognize the majqr
patterns found in elementary textbooks which deal with
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content areas. The necessary skills defined for social
st~dies are: reading pictures; reading maps, globes,
atlases; re~ding for cause and effect content; re~ding
for comparison; reading for sequence; reading to locate
dates with events; and reading critically to determine
different viewpoints, facts mixed with opinion, and \qhen
propaganda is used. According to Spache t there are three
categories which include a) locating inforrna-tion,
b) organizing information~ and c) retaining and using
information. 30
30George Spache, "C.tlrriculLlm: Content Areas,"
For{;ing Ahead i11 Recld.irl~, Proceedings of the 4, T\Alelfth
Annual Convention of International Readin~ Association,
Xii, pt. 1, (~ewark, Delaware: International Reading
Association~ 1968), p. 227.
CHAPTER III
TEACHING SUGGESTIONS AND SUMMARY
Categories of Organizational Skills
Each content area teacher and student desires
mastery of a particular body of knowledge. An important
tool utilized for acquiring this knowledge is reading.
The lack of adequate facility in the use of this complex
tool will jeopardize student success.
Instruction in outlining and note-taking as given
in the reading class should emphasize awareness of the
logical organization denoted by key words, main ideas,
and clusters of meaningful subordinate details. The
organization of ideas predicates relationships existing
among them. These relationships, the student must be
guided to understand, carry cues within them which not
only help him remember the ideas so associated, but con-
tribute greatly to his ability to recall and report on
what he has read.
This paper focuses on the following organizational
skil19 1
1. Out!ining a ~election fo~ study purpos~s
2. Outlining selections several pages in length
~.
using topics, sub-topics, details, and sub-
details
3. Taking notes from selections several pages
or more in length
4. Classifying information under appropriate
headings or a chart to show likenesses and
differences
5. Placing events in sequential order or under
special headings to show time sequence or
relationships
6. Formulating plans for a research topic
7. Taking notes from lectures, speeches, and
interviews
The special organization skills then are 1) Qut-
lining--the sequential arrangement of main features 'of a
book, a subject, or a lecture 2) summarizing, precis-
writing, or formal note-taking--the concise but com-
prehensive statement of essential matter read or heard
and J) informal note-taking--the brief, spontaneous re-
cording of material to assist the memory or for subsequent
reference or development. These skills, which may be
referred to as organizational "output" skills, should
assist the student to produce an orderly pattern of
material as the basis for subsequent review and reference,
or for his own creative endeavors.
Views of TeachinG Organizational Skills
in Social Studies
In reviewing the liter~ture related to the study
skills used in reading and applied in the content sub-
jects, the writer found that most authorities agree on
the following pointsl
1. Study skills are. tools for learning, both in
and., gu t of school--an adequa-t;e command of the
skills is- vital so the students can gain the
insights conce~ning their society and develop
habits of intellectual and social behavior.
2. The basal r~ading program mus·t; be supplemen~ted
and the application of basal reading skills
to curricular reading materials must be pro-
moted',
3. Emphasis 9n each sub-skill needs a planned,
sequential program for skill development
and use, summarized in these three levels:
a. I~troduce the specific skill through
plan~ed readiness experiences.
b. Develop the skill systematically.
c.' Reteach, maintain, and extend the skill
as necessary.
Such a program bridges gaps between the ele-
mentary and secondary school.
4. Specific guidance in the various content sub-
jects, rather than dependence on the transfer
of general reading ability, is essential.
This implies that children be taugtt directly
to use te~tbooks and other c~rricular materials
of factual type, 90 that skills are introduced
through functional situations.
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5. The~9hild must be taught the special reading
ski:J-ls needed in each con-cent areal for ex-
ample, the use of maps and graphs, the use
of indexes, atlases, and the other books of
reference. He must be made familiar with
source materials in given areas and taught
how to find~and us~ them •
.. 'J'here is a close relationship betvleen the read-
ing skills c9~mon in the teaching of reading and the
specific skills necessary in the content areas. In the
social studies content, the reading skills necessary for
effectiy~ understanding are ~uch more complicated than
the skills found in the basal reading materials. Chil-
dren requtre guidance in the varied ways to use the spe-
cific skills in the present curriculum of our elementary
school. Pupils canrlot be expected to read wi th under-
standing in the content areas unless they are competent
in many of the essential reading skills.
As children are required to read more and more
in social studies, it becomes increasingly important
for them to learn how to recognize new words without
the aid of the teacher.
Pupils showing good compreh~nsion in the basal
l~eadine: text .. might not be successful in comprehension ..
in the socia~ studies. Teachers ~re aware that social
studies should be given special attention.
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Ability to organize ideas is to be developed.
This is another area in Deed of special training. The
ability to bring material together from various sources
is of importance. The development of an outline is an
effective way to achieve good organization. A good
sequence of the events as they happen is important in
organizing ideas. 1
A good study skills program has three phases of
development, Herber has ~aid. All thr~e may be operative
at once or they may develop sequentiaily--each one re-
placing or incorporating the previous by reason of its
broader scope; the third phase being the most comprehen-
sive and permanent. Or it is possible for one of the
phases to be the dominant one, with the other two having
less importance, eith~r as reflection of need or philosophy
of available personneJ_,
Phase one of the program assigns responsibility
for the direct teaching of study skills to the reading
classes. These classes are for the development, practice
and improvement of study skills--either general skills
or skills having specialized application to certain sub-
ject' areas. The limitations of such a program are mainly
IJean Calld.le, "The SI)eci:fic Reading Skiils Neces-
sar~r for Social Studies in the Elemen·tary School, "
Imn~ovement of Reading Thro~gh Classroom Practice, Pro-
ceedings of .. the Ninth Annllal Conyention of the Irlterna-
tional Reading Association, IX, Edited by J. Allen Figurel,
(Newark, Delaware: International Reading Association,
1964), p. JJ,
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related ·to the fact that there is an artificiali ty in
the use of study skills.
In phase two of the program, -the direct teaching
of study skills pr·ogram is part of the English curriculurl1.
This teaching makes use of practice materials drawn from
other subject areas for development of study skills.
T~e third phase incorporates the functional-
incidental teaching in content areas of those study skills
demanded .. by the texts and the curriculum. The skills
are developed as they are needed and practiced on re-
quired content ma·terials. Slci118 are not taugl1t in .i80-
lation. Rather, they are developed in combinations
na-tural to the subject TI1atter in question. The 81ci118
are developed and practiced with the books and classes
that require their 2use.
Regardless which phase of the program one con-
siders, the classroom teacher is responsible to guide
students' development of the skills, whether in a con-
tent area or developmental reading class. Notice the
word: guide. 'Competence is assured, not assumed. Too
often teachers assume that students have skills needed
to perform successfully on tasks. Literally, they assume
that ~tudents already possess what they have come to
, 2Harold '}ferber, .. "Developing Study Sl{ills in
Seco11d.ary Schools," Perspec ·ti,res in Readinr( (~!:~" (l"Jevlarl{,
Delaware: International Reading Association, 1965), p. 8.
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receive, skills and ideas related to a given body of
knowledge. One must not assume students' compet~nce;
one must assure it. And the assurance comes when stu-
dents are guided try teachers.
Guidance is worthwhile when it leads students
step bY,step through the application of the various
sub-skills, and by this manipulation, actually provides
experience,in the development and application of the
study skills.
Reading specialists emphasize' the need for
awareness of resp9nsibility in teaching specific skills
on the part of all content area teachers. The skills
pertinent to each curricular area should be directly
taught in that area.
Research indicates that the teaching of reading
study skills' at the secondary level produces positive
results both in the area of reading ability and the
mastery of content. 3
It is practical then for the reading teacher to
examine copies of the textbooks used by his students for
the purpose of determining instruction in those skills
that will be most helpful. Texts might be sUldied by
the reading teacher to determine the different organi-
zational patterns found in the chapters of science,
JSister Josctta Boeing, "A Survey of th~ Reading
Study Skills Stressed by the Seventh and Eighth Grade
Teachers in the Content Subjects," (unpublished Masters
Thesis, Cardinal Stritch College, 1967), p. 16.
mathematics, social studies, and literature. Once this
examination has been made, the reading teacher' s j.ob is
to teach the particular techniques needed to read chap-
ters conforming to· these patterns.
Teaching Organizational Skills
If the organization skills have been nurtured, all
through the ,primary grades, then children in the middle
grad.es should have no trouble in tal{ing several advanced
steps of the type which will be needed in their future
study activi ties. Dllring this period ·che teacher should
develop and give practice in the following types of
organizing activities, suggested by Smith.
1. Listing in ~equencethe steps leading up to
an event, climax, undertaking, or preparation of
a finished product.
2. PJ.acing events in the right sequence when read-
ing historical materials.
3. Classifying products, industries, or land
features in regard to certain locales \Nhen read-
ing geographical material.
11,. Organizing facts to support a conclusion.
5. FindinG and bringing toeether information from
several sources as it has a bearing on some spe-
cific topic or problem.
6. Taking notes "and organizing them to give the
gist of a selection.
7. ReadinG' making~ and using outlines of material
read.•
8. Summarizing a selection in a paragraph or in
a sentence.
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9. Organizing facts gleaned from4rcading in tabu-lar form~ graphs, and charts.
It must be agreed, as Smith says, that Geography
text is different from narrative. It has its own charac-
teristics in so far as reading is concerned. In reading
such text, tDe child must not only grasp detailed facts
as he goes along but he must frequently leave the text
which he is reading to carry out a direction to examine
a map or picture elsewhere in the book. The examinations
in turn involve the use of a cluster of skills needed
in picture reading and of another cluster of skills needed
in reading and interpre~ing maps. To complicate the situ-
ation fu~ther, the problem of a time concept enters into
the total situation. After finding the references in
each case, making use of the required set of skills in
examining it~ contrasting information obtained in terms
of tV10 time se~ttings--af-ter all this, the child must re-
turn to the text which he was originally reading and fit
hiw newly found ideas into the total import of the para-
graph •. Quite different is this from reading stories in
readers.
The improvement of reading ability is part of the
content area curriculum. Students can be helped to de
velop study - techniques for specific con~ten·t area reading,
4Nila ~mith~ R~ading Instruction for Today's
Children, (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1965), p. 565.
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and may be guided in the application of such techniques.
A child is using study skills when he reads in science
and social studies for the purpose of gathering facts to
use in class discussion, in experimentation, in demon-
stration, in making a report, in preparing a summary, in
taking a test, or in formulating plans for a research
topic.
Finding Main Ideas
Often students will decide on, the key thought by
noting part of a main idea stated by the author and add-
ing to it through their own reasoning. For instances
It is not only radio that has given them a great deal
of help. Ballistics experts can tell whether or not
a bullet was fired from a particular gun by examining
the bullet under a microscope. Chemists help solve
crimes by analyzing blood, dust, cloth, and other
materials. Photographers, also, are used in helping
police solve crimes. Often photographs, especially
when enlarged, reveal clues that the human eye over-
looked.
Obviously, in the paragraph above, the key thought
is concerned with "people and things that help police
solve crimes." Clues can be found in the paragraph, but
the reader can also arrive at the key thought through
reasoning and the context that preceeded this paragraph.
Certainly a preQeeding paragraph, or several, dealt with
"radio as i-t helps police solve crimes. ft
Robinson states that as students learn to look
for organizationa~ p~tterns in, the way material is
written, they will gain in ability to 'comprehend and
retain. The teacher can best help the student by "clus-
tering" closely related skills together in a teaching
unit and by organizing the steps in a given cluster so
well that the student has a series of successful experi~
ences. Challenge 'is of tremendous importance after stu-
dents feel that they have mastered the skill or skills
to some degree. 5
Some students might require practice in grouping
information according to common characteristics. They
might utilize such exerciese as these':
1. Group the following under their appropriate.
11eadings:
Composition of Blood Circulatory System
capilaries, plasma, platelets, heart, red cells,
blood, veins, white cells, arteries
2. Select the major topics and their subtopics
from the following:
international bodies
development of new industries
disarmament conferences
construction of roads
maintenance of world peace
stimulus to services
effects of agtomobiles
economic aid
In teaching students how to organize and outline
. 5Alan Robinson, "A Cluster of Skills: Especially
for Junior lligh Schoo Is, It Rea.d in?: Teacher, XV, (S eptelnber,
1961), p. 260.
6Elizabeth Davis, "Organizational Sldlls In Ele-
rnentary School, ',' Develo mental RE~adinrr: Diacrnostic Teach-
i11g, Proceedings of the Annual Reading Insti tu te, Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvanias Temple University, 1967), p. 59.
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material certain steps should be followed. The following
ideas were gathered for a Panel on the Study Skills and
presented in the course "Recent Research in Reading"
taken by the write~ and are included here with the ho~e
that they will be helpfull
A. PRACTICE IN PERCEIVING THE RELATIONSHIP OF WORDS AND
IDEAS
Exercise 11 List the following under the headings:
EXPLORERS, INVE~JTORS.
Columbus, Marconi, Bell, Magellan, Fulton, Cabot
Exercise 21 List the following under' the headings:
HISTORY, MATHEMATICS, AND ENGLISH -
Writing a composition
Finding the square root
Discussing the Revolutionary War
Le~rning rules of grammar
Studying the Monroe Doctrine
Solving a problem in percentaee
B. PRACTICE IN CHANGING SENTENCES TO TOPICS
Exercise 3: Express the main idea in a shorter form.
There are many uses of electricity.
Topic:
Exercise 41 Express the main idea in a shorter form.
You may need to change the order of- the
\vords.
There are definite steps in making a papier
mache masl\:.
Topics
Exercise 51 In the following list decide which are topics
and which are sentences.
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(1) The correct way to plant bulbs, _
(2) Uses of the coconut palm.(3) The success of the invent~i-o-n--was amazing.
(4) Custer's last stand.(5) Th~ enemy suffered a--c-r-u-shing defeat, _
C• PRACTICE IN PERCEIVING TIIE RELATIOtrSHIP BETVlEEN T}!E
MAIN TOPIC AND SUB-TOPICS
Exercise 61 In each of the following groups of topics
underline the one you consider the main
topic.
a, Daniel Defoe
Great English writers
William Shakespeare
Jonathan SVlift
b. Great mineral wealth
Excellent fisheries
Resources of Alaska
Extensive coal fields
D. PRACTICE IN FINDING MAIN A~m SUB-TOPICS WITHIN A
PARAGRAPH
Exercise 71 There are good reasons for Denmark's success.
First, the government encourages adult edu-
cation. Second, it has established a repu-
tation for excellent dairy products. A
third reason is found in the cooperative
farm.
O'u tline I I •
A.
B.
c .
Exercise 8: Georgia was the last of the thirteen colo-
nies to be s~ttled. James Oglethorpe first
received a land grant from the king. Then
in 1733 he,planted a colony at Sevannah.
At the end of twenty years, Georgia became
a royal colony.
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Outline I I.
A.
B.
c.
Exercise 91 Paraguay and Uruguay have little in common
except their size. Paraguay is poor and
isolated. It is landlocked and has no min-
eral wealth. Uruguay, on the other hand,
has fine grassland for cattle raising, an
excellent seaport, and is prosperous and
progressive.
Outline I I.
A.
B.
c.
II.
A.
B.
Skill in organizing material aids comprehension
and retention in reading, promotes oral and written ex-
pression and good study habits. Outlining and summarizing
are two of the most important organization skills for
elementary pupils.
Frequent practice sessions in spotting main
ideas are needed in all grades which cnga~e in independent
reading. Select a passage from a juvenile newspaper
which it is permissible to mark, for the undersco~ing of
words and phrases embodying main, ideas. Some children
will start off by underscoring almost everything. They
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scored and to explain why they chose certain words and
phrases and rejected others. The teacher then comments
on their choices and explains why they are right or
wrong. 7
Olttlining
Michaelis has written that outlining skills are
used in the social studies in summari,zing information
from textbooks and references, organizing ideas from dis-
cussions, i~terviews, and study trips, planning reports,
making booklets, listing items needed for projects, and
other activities in which information should be organized
for futllre use. Outlines. are especially helpful in get-
tine ideas in sequence, clarifying main ideas and support-
ing details, classifying information in meaningful cate-
gories, organizing ideas related to a topic, and getting
a grasp of relationships among main ideas and between
main ideas and related sub-topics. Outlining is truly
a helpful study aid that can be put to many uses in the
social studies to organize information for reference pur-
. . 7Ralph P~e$ton, Teaching Social S·~dies in the
Elementary Schools (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Win-
ston, 1968), p. 251.
poses; it is an aid to clear and orderly thinking. 8
Once a student is satisfied that he comprehends
what he has read and can answer questions, he is ready
to ma]ce notes for fu ture study and revievl.
Epstei~ has suggested the following method of
presentiDg outlining. A line is drawn down 'each side of
an 81- x II" size paper, ~bou·t an inch al1d a ha.lf in from
the edge of the pages. The left is called the "key 'fIords"
column; and tl1e right~ the "summary" column. The space
between the two lines 'is used for the outline.,
KEY V10RDS
I~~me (s)
Date
Pla'ce
Fact(s)
Vocabulary
Formula
I l\1ain Idea
A. Detail
1.
2. (Elaborations)
B. ~etail
1.
2. (E laborations)
C. Detail
1.
2. (Elaborations)
II ~~ain Idea
After integrating all of the ideas and applying
his own thinking to the material he has read, the student
makes an outline using his own words and not those of the
author (except where a direct quotation is needed). Using
short phrases andsentences~ he should write the main
ideas first, in the sequence,which makes the most sense
for his purposes. The details are added in the same
8John Michaelis, 'Social Studies for Children in
a Democracy (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
1968) ~ p. 367.
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m~nner~ with each detail supportiDg the main idea.
Elaborations in the form of examples~ illustrations, and
further explanations may be used.
To prepare- for review and further s·l;udy ·the 'stu-
'dent then lists in the left column key words (one-word
clues) taken from the outline. In the right-h~nd column
he writes a two or three-sentence summary parallel to
the vertical line. These two columns are later used for
periodic reviews. These clues set his memory to work,
and. if his memory needs refreshing, h~ may then scan the
outline and su~mary. There should be no need to go back
to the original text. The thinking and note-taking pro-
cess of this method puts the significant new information
the student has read into his memory, wher~ it belongs and
where it can be retrieved instantly by a glance at the
9key vvords.
The ability to outline a selection, whether only
two paragraphs long or many pages~ is vital to the pupil
for at leas-t four l1urposes: (a) for rernembering; (b) for
study; (c) for making a report; and (d) for obtaining an
organized grasp of a selection while in the process of
.9r\'1arvirl Eps·tein, "A Stltdy Techl1.ique to Enhance
Compre11ension, tt ForGing Ahead in ReadinG' Proceedings of
the TVlelf-th AnnuaJ. Convention of the Interl1.a-tional Read-
ing Association, XII, pt. 1, (Newark, Deiawarci Inter-
national Reading Association, 1968)~ p. 126.
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reading.
An outline serves to present a quick, concise
view of an entire ~election, and it gives a clear under-
standing of the re~ationship among the various thoughts.
~t is much easier to remember facts when they are so re-
lated, and even to recall the whole topic. When the
reader has attained a good level of skill in outlining,
he is frequently capable of recognizing the author's
organization eve~ while he is reading, without recourse
to a written outline.
The presence of an outline provides pupils with
a ready aid for. making an oral report from brief notes,
instead of reading from a fully written report. The
ability to recall details suggested by the outline can
be readily developed. This will tend to give pupils a
gratifying sense of independence.
If the students are outlining contents dealing
with the causes of the American Revolution--political,
economic--they should realize that each is on a similar
level. The teacher may provide an outline which contains
the first topic and from others select through discussion
the one that fits. It may be presented in this way.
Causes,of th~.American Revolution
I. Political
II.
import duties on sugar; Proc1r5ation of 1763; eco-
nomic factors; Qu~rteri~g Act. .
The b~sic 8]<:i11 involved in laying a found.ation
for oral skills i~ that of making an outline. The gen-
eral st~ucture of an outline of a summary will present
the skeleton of a su~mary and the outline of a report
will present the skeleton 9f a report. From their
written experience the children will know the definitive
aspects of the summary ~nd the report. They are guided
in the use of this lcnowlE?<;lge in malting aD- ou tlil1.e--an
ou tline for a summary \vill consist of a list o'f ideas.
the first of which is the main idea and the remainder
geing supportive ide0? giv~n in numbered order. An Qut-
line for a report will,reflect hierarchies of ideas
briefly expressed and listed in this order: First, the
topic of the report introduced in a main idea, and then
its supporting ideas indented and given in numbered o~der;
second, the major aspect of the topic presented briefly
in a main idea and followed by a list of supporting ideas
indented and in numbered order; and third, the conclusion
of-the report expressed briefly in a main idea and followed
by supporting id.eas. indented tn numbered order. As a
child vlor'ks to develop an outline for a sun1mary, a struc-
IODavis ~ "Organizational Slcills" ~ Developmental
Readinp;, p. 59.
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ture similar to the following serves as a general
guide:
r~'lain Idea
1. Supporting idea.
2. Supporting idea.
3. Supporting idea.
And he dev~lops an outline for a report, the following is
his general guide:
Topic
I. Introduction to the topic.
A. Suppor-ting idea.
B. Supporting idea.
C. Supporting idea.
II. Major aspect of the topic.
A. Supporting idea.
B. Supporting idea.
C. ~upporting idea.
III. Conclusion of the topic.
A. Supporting idea.
B. Supporting idea.
As }1e TI1alces an au tline, listing briefly the en-
t'ries in i t~ the child. fills in the general outline from
the specifics acquired from his study. Once this out-
line is made, it may serve as a basis for either a w~itten
or an oral report. Each entry serves as a clue to a
statement to be written or spoken.
Locating Patterns of Organization
A study of social ?~udies, science, and language
textbool{C5 sho\v that the follovling major patterns abound
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in factual writing. 1) enumerative order~ 2) ttme order,
3) cause-effect, 4) comparison-contrast. This,list
mig~t be enlarged to include repetition, exampleG~ de-
tails~ space order~ and any combination of. patterns of
developing a writer's id~as. It may not always be neces-
sary to show students all t~~se variations, but it is
important to teach them to 160k for order in.everything
·chey read and to lmovl what to do 'tvi th i t ~lhen they find
it.
Having sensed the type of organization a selec-
tion has--or having detected a,speaker's pattern--how
does a student -calee notes, au tline ~ s~lmmarize~ or abstract
ess~~tials for later reference or reflection? These
skills should aid the student in producing an orderly
pattern of his OWl1. vvhen he rCVieVIG or when he uses Ilis
own creative ability to write or speak. Occasions for
the use of such skills become more and more frequent
and more and more sophisticated as school years go by.
Summaries provide ,a quick review of important
points or significant information. Summaries found in
pupils' te~tbooks or a synopsis of a continued story
illustrat;e this particuiar. oreani zation skill.
, After pupils have learned to make two-step out-
lines, teach them -to malce a concise su~rnmary.by bringing
together all the main ideas given in an outlin? Lists
are another kind of summary that may be hslpful.
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Sister Juli·tta mentions that a clus·ter of sub-
81ci118 are necessary for the efficient use of the sl-::ill
of organization: abstracting relationships, weighing
idea~, making generalizations, and associating ideas.
Outlining and summarizing~ which are very often us~d for
organizing, utilize the totality of organizing skills. ll
,According to Kinder~ ideas that have been located
and evaluated must be organized if they are to prove
useful. ,Organizing ideas involves seeing relation-
ships, classifying; a~ranging~ and summarizing. It
leads to dr£lvling conclusions and mal\:ing inferences. If
the organization has been faulty, the conclusions and in-
ferences can be inaccurate.
Teachers can give practice wtth some common ways
of classifying ideas: time order; climax; cause-effects,
o~ effect-causes; enumeration; comparison~contrast.
Class discussion of ways to organize material for a class
research project is another way that may help a student
to' perfect this group of skills. 12
Content area teachers~ by using the regular
instructional materials of their courses, can do this
'11Sister tTttli tta~ "Identifyil1.g Sigl1.ificant Read-
ing S]<:ills: 111 Corrective and Remedial Classes."
Edlted by H. Allen Robinson~ Reading: Seventy-five Years
of ProhreGs~ XXVIII~ J96~ Proceedings of Annual Confer-
ence on Reading, (Chicago: School Review, 1966), p. 46.
12Rober"t I<:inder ~ "Teaching Reference Study Sltills,"
Reading'and Inquiry, Conference Proceedings of the Inter-
national Reading Association, X~ Edited by J. Allen Figurel,
(r\Jevlar'lc~ Delaware I Il1ternational Reading Association~
1965)~ p. 97.
teaching of organization well and are encouraged to do
so. A teacher can help his stud~~ts perceive orderli-
ness in printed matter in the following ways:
1. By being 'aware of i ts values and lJatterns hilnself.
2. By aslcing the JcindG o:f questions 'vvhich encourage
s·tudents to observe -the strtlcture of ,vhat ·tl1ey
have read.
3. By surveying the next lesson with his class,
calling attention to the organization they are
about to study.
l~. By alerting them to headings which almost out-
line the material.
5. By reading materials to his class and asking
anticipatory questions with a focus on struc-
ture.
6. By using visual aids such as colored overlays
on the overhead projector.
7. B~{ Gho'v:,ing sttldcnts hOVI to talte notes and how
to outline.
r\'Iature readers rleed these s'lcills; they must learn
to discipline tl1eir thinlcing in the au thor f s terrns;.
temI)Orarily at leasJG~ to folloVI his pa·t;terns~ and then
to create their ovm. lIigh level comprehension slcills are
attainable only after systematic understanding and orderly
recall of what the author has said. l )
l'J0 te - ta]tinr.;
~ichaelis has written that the primary purpose of
IJVlilJ.iarn rilcI~ay~ "The f\Ja·cure al1d E~terlt of Vlorlc-
St d S ·l ell ; If "0 ~ P • · R de I t. u.y lCJ._ S, ~ rogress anu -. rOI:1lSe In "ca lng ns ruc-
-cion, Report of 22n(1 ~nnua.l Conference and Course on
Reading, (July~ 1966), p. 59.
note-taking is to jot down information for future use--
information related to questions~ problems, directions,
reports~ discussions~ and special projects. Notes may
be taken in the social studies as children read text-
boo]\:s and reference nlaterials ~ see films ~ ta'1{e a' sttldy
trip~ interview individuals~ study a map~ review a pic-
ture file~ or gather information from other resources.
The form of the notes may vary from a short list 6f items
to a summary of main ideas related to a topic; depending
on the purpose for making the notes~ the source that is
used, and the capabiliti~3 of the children. 14
Ta1cing nQ·~e8 while reading, accQrd.ing to Preston,
is an exceptionally fruitful form of self-recitation and
provides the child with something of an outline which he
\ . .
can use later in still a different form of self-recitation.
However~ taking notes is exceedingly difficult for elemen-
tary school pupils. Many pupils simply do not know what
to record. Training should begin in the first grade.
A teacher of this grade can have his pupils start in ru-
dimentary fashion by cooperatively dictating to the teacher
from something they have read or heard or otherwise exper-
ienced. 'l'he teacher vlri tes on the chall\:board v/ha t is
dictated and presents it next day to the class for reading.
l4Michaelis~ Social Studies in Democrac~, p. 365.
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In tIle following years, Cflildren cal1 ·talcc notes
for oral or \vri tten reports by jot-ting do,~m names, explana-
tions~ date~; and other information from their reference
boo}cs. Skill in jotting dovm l(ey words and phrases in
one's ovm words develops slowly.15
If a report is an oral report, Servey states that
the pupiJ_ is encouraged ~o use an O'l;t tline as. a set of
notes. He studies the notes carcfully~ develops state-
ments to express them~ and practices with an audience
which may be a friend of his or the'mem~~rs of a report
team. They give suggestions and generally criticize' his
effort. Later he makes his presentation before the class,
and it in indeed an oral report. It is not a written
report read orally to the class. It is likely that if he
were to present it several times, its substance would not
change but the wording about the substance would differ
with each presentation.
If a tape recorder is available, the teacher
can use it to Good advantage to help the oral reporter'
improve in reporting skills. The reporter can hear what
he said and can evaluate it to assure his improvement
in the same task in the future. 16
l5Preston, Teachine Social Studies, p. 248.
16Richarcl Servey, Social-Studies Instruction in
the Elementary School (San Francisco: ,Chandler Pub. Co.;
Distributors, Science Research Associates~ Chicago I 1967),
p. 3J~6.
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In, taking notes on reading~ Heinrich says to
direct children to follow some method like the Robinson
SQJR method explained in detail toward the end of this
section. Most pu~ils find it better not to take notes
\fIl11ile reacling. They tend to talce too many notes, many
of them meaningless. They should get the general idea
of the reading clearly in mind before note-taking. Pro-
bably better than 8.ny underlining or marginal ~o·ta·tions
is a set of notes made in outline form. It is always
a good idea to revlri te notes, using full v/ords and full
sentences. One small but very important point for pupils
-to rcrnember: Al'l.Jays jot dav./n full information about each
book or article he reads so that he knows his sources
and can go back to them if he wishes. 17
Reeves sta-tes -that a child learns tha-t he must
understand problems before he can solve them and that
he rut-1St read to Llndersta.nd them. From being able to skim
for a general overview, he progresses to following the
sequ.cnce of thOl.1ght, to sumrnarizing the facts, and to
selecting the specific point.
To teach pupils how to take notes on a lecture~
play a s11ort; taped lectttre and have t11ern take notes rigl1"t;
in class. Talk over the resultinG notes--their strengths,
t11eir vlea.knesscs. Play the tape over and discttss hovl
17Jlll1.e Heil'lrich, r/iethod of S"Cu.d;,r, fil~st bool<let,
Teacher Education Extension Service, Series 2, (Chicago:
Science Research Associates, 1967-68), p. 12.
the lecturer indicated his main points. Help the pupils
develop some signs to use to save time~ such as:
•
• • means therefore Q means
= rneans egtlals ? means what, why, how
If it may be judged by student practices, note-
·talcing is a hi~hly individuaJ_istic rnat-ter whic}l may
reflect their decorative. impulses as much as their com-
prehensioD of study ma~terials. Some stlldents talce notes
during a lecture~ some wait until. after the lecture, some
take no notes at all. Notes should be revised and re-
organized shortly after they have been made while their
content is still fresh in the mind of the student. The
student should give thought to the level of detail needed
for appropriate retention and whether he will follow the
au. thor' S organi zati9n or d.evise a ne\v arraneement. Stu-
dents probably should be eiven directed training in note-
taking in reading and listening situations during the
elementary and secondary levels. 18
Summaries and reports are the forms of verbal
expression most frequently used in social studies. Their
preparation ~s most demanding in terms of thinking and
langtlage clcills; therefore ~ -the social-studies teacher
18Spache~ Toward Better Reading, p. 341.
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needs to give considerable attention to teachinG of
these skillG~ whether during his language-arts program
or d.uring his social-studies program. It is quite likely
that a certain amount of time in both programs will be
devoted to teaching the skills necessary to adequate
preparation of summaries and reports.
It is a summary only in the sense that it is his
response to the tas]c of wri ting it. It may not indeed
be a summary. Or~ when asked to write a report, he may
do one of several~things. He may copy an article out of
an encyclopedia or some other source; he may exhaust
his memory and his effort in writing down everything that
he can recall about the topic; or 11e Inay vlri te stilted
paragraphs about some aspect of the topic. None of these
is really a report.
The instructional program in the language and
thinking skills necessary to the adequate preparatiori of
summaries and reports needs to be carefully organized.
This organization can be done in several ways.
The child should begin early to acquire ideas
about orGanization o~ thoughts and ideas. The teacher
gLlides through verbal cllles. As tl1e children \vor.lc vIi t11
the summary~ the teacher guides in a way similar to this:
"No\v t11at we have heard all ~thc ideas that vie lear11ed
this morning, let's see if they are in the right o~dcr."
The teacher repeats the ideas as 'given by the pupils.
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"Vlhich idea should vie have first?" n\1hicl1 comes nex-t?"
"Vlhat do you think is the most important idea of all?"
"ShaJ.l we say it first or last in our summary?" As the
child begins to \vorl{ vii -ch reports the teacher gives him
clues to the organization of thoughts and ideas in this
way: "Tell us \vhat your report is about." "Tell us v/hat
you knovl abou·t it." "Vlhat is the thing you Ii'ked best
about it?"
J-Io\:v to malce a GUmn1ary I
1. Say the important ideas.
2. Say the most important idea.
How to,~ake a reports
1. Tell what the report is about.
2. Tell the important facts.
3. Tell the most important fact of all.
T11e above may be posted as the children vlorl\: vii th the
summary and the report.
Efficiel1CY of recall, depends in part upon -the
students' sensing some kind of order or system in mat-
erial. A method of testing that awareness is suggested
below. The device consists principally of givinG students
two selections to read with different directions to
follow--one set very brief and terse, the other naming
the topic~ advising the class to' watch for cause-effect
patterns and to p~y attention to effects. In ~9th sets
of direci:ions vlould be the s·tatement: ~'You \-,i11 be
aslccd to vlri te a S1..lmmal--y. " Give sui table time for s-tudy.
The results will probably be astounding because there
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will be great differences in the amount and quality of
reca.l1.
Spache says that, the real values of summarizing
under varying circumstances, or for various types of
pupils, and ~he ~ppropriate stages or steps in teaching
are not completely based on re~earch~ As the teacher
sketches each pict~re, the child tells his summarizing
sentence, thus evolving a four-sentence summary accom-
panied by illustrations. Training in oral summarizing
of main ideas can be begu~.in the primary grades and
written summaries, gradu~lly increasing from a few
sen-tences to ?- mOr'e complete -treatment, used in -the
intermediate levels. It is wise to insure that students
realize that summaries in their own words insure better
.learning than those based on copying the author's ideas. 19
Preston writes that the pupil can first try read-
ing a passage and then writing a summary of it in his own
words. He might begin with a passage in a book on water
transportation, head.ed "Shipping on the Great Lakes."
After reading the section, he closes the book, recites
orally to himself, and then recites in writing some such
notes as this: "Before t11e building of the St. La~lrel1ce
S~avJaYt nlos.:t. of the sh~ps on the Great IJal{es carried iron
ore which was mined in Minnesota. Today, however, ships
19Spache, Toward Better Reading, p. 341.
carry goods f~om allover the world to the Great Lakes
ports."
When material is difficuit to reci~e, the teacher
can show pupils how to ~ake diagrams t9 help th~m in
such instances. The 'following is an illustration of a
teacher-made diagram. 20
If the p~imary program D~S not been strong,
teachers in the later grades will need to guide children
in understanding what is a summary and what is a report.
The folloV!~ng is, a seq~ence of teaching-learning activi-
ties to help children learn what a summary is. Their
learning guides tl1eir practice in v/ri -tine summaries.
1. Prepa.ring a summary for ptlpils to analyze.
From a textbook or other source select a short
(two or three paraGraphs) passage which the
pupils can read easily. Then write a summary
of the passage. Prepare it for class distri-
bution or for projection.
2. Guide the pupils through an analysis of the
passaGe and its summary. Refer the pupils to
the passage in -the textbook and present the sum-
mary to them. Through discussion, help them to
determiDe the relationship between the passage
and i ts sun1rnary. Establish that a summary has
the following characteristics:
a. A summary contains the main ideas from
a selection of paragraphs.
20preston, Teaching Social Studies, p. 251.
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b. The main ideas in a summary are in ·the
Game order as they occ~r in the selec-
ation.
c. A summary statement tells what·the whole
selection is about.
d. A summary statement may come either at
the beginning or end of the summary.
3. Provide for pupils' supervised practice. Re-
fer the pupils to another passage of paragraphs.
Serving as a recorder, encourage them to de-
velop a summary together. As suggestions are
made~ write them on a chart or on the chalk-
board. Working together, the class determines
what the summary should be. They use their
learnil1g frorn the, ~nalysis as gltides. C,ontinue
with more supe~vised practice if pupils have a
poor grasp initially of what a summary is as
reflected in class work. ·
4. Provide f9r individual practice. Refer pupils
-GO another passage in -the tex-tboolc. Have each
individual write a summary. At the close of the
actiyity, @lide the pupils in comparing their
work, or. whenever the occasion arises, have the
pupils write a, summary., Review, the learnings
from analysis, before, the pupils begin to write.
Guide the pupils in a class evaluation of their
summaries. Also evaluate each summary individ-
ually with its writer. 21
Recallinp:
Efficiency in reading and studying developed. by
specific study techniques such as SQJR also tend to bring
ou t orcaniza-tional 81<:i118 in students. tIigh school and
college students especially seem to der~ve help from it.
Its five-step method may be briefly outlined as' followsl
Step l--Survey--Gctting a general idea o~ the
overall content by readinG rapidly the
headines, sub-headings, topic sentences,
introduction, and summary.
2lServcy, Social-Stud.ies, p. 339.
Step 2--Question--Questioning the material,
tlsing the headi11gs to bruide one's thinking.
Step J--Read--Reading for understanding, guided
by questionc from th~.previous step.
Step 4--Roci~e--TestinGrecall .information by
answering questions.
Step 5--Review--Testing one's self by recalling
main ideas.
Robinson~ creator of this study technique, states that
students not 9n1y gain in their study~ng skills but in
their personal security and confidence as well. 22
Checklist of Skills
Research in. regard to skills used in reading in
content fields was late in entering. the educational scene.
A sprinkling of investigations appeared between 1940 and
1950; many more vI/ere conducted. between 1950 and 196o.
At the present time interest in study skills is high and
ntlml)erless investiga~tions are und.er 'Nay. The resul-ts of
these studies seem to indicate rather clearly that there
are unique differences in sl{ills used in different-; sub-
ject ma·tter fields; arid that vlhile It general reading
abili ty" is opera·tive in all reading to a cer~tain extent,
there is also definite need for the' development of speci-
fic skills to use in the different curricular areas. 23
22rrcKay~ j'Irature of Worle-Study Skills, II Progress
and Promise, p. 61.
23Srnith~ Reading Instruction, p. 309.
Smith suggests that when children firGt bezin to
make use of content in geographies and soc~al studies
books, the teacher should conduct reading lessons with
them until they become accustomed to the skills required
in working effectively with this new and different kind
of text. Such rea~ine lessons should be initiated at
any level with children who have not mastered the tech-
rliqu~s of \vor'king successfu,lly with such te~{t, and they
should be cOl'1tiD-ued throughout -the gr~des with children
who are especially in need of such help.
Social S·tudies
Reading pictures
Reading maps, elabes, atlases
Reo.d,ing cause and, effect con-cel1t
Reading content in which comparisons arc made
Reading content in which sequence of events is given
Reading content in which dates are associated with
e"TJ'entG
Reading critically material in which a) different
viewpoints are expressed, b) fac~~ are mixed with
opinions, c) propaganda is used.
A junior high school teacher can probably get
more he lp, and in ttlrn be able to give more, according to
Robinson, if study skills are considered in clusters of
small units. The conventional attempts to plot full
sequences of skills presents too many concepts at once
for the teacher and the s~u,d,ent. For example, an "out-
lin~ng cluster" mig11t inclucle 0111y the follo\virlG sub-
s]cills in a rational sequencea reading for details, find-
24Smith, Reading Instruction, p. 263.
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ing main ideas, changin~ main ideas to ~opics t G1Appor·t-
ing the topics wi th subtopics and details, labeling vii th
outJ_ine form. 25
Karlin has· prepared a checklist of study skills
based upon the classifications suggested by Smith. It
would be most helpful for the teacher to use this format
in plannine a program of instruction in study skills for
the student, especially under Qrganization.
Can the student do the following?
a. talce notes
b. determine re~ationship between paragraphs
c. foJ_lovl tirnc seqll.. el1.CeS
d. outline single paragraphs
e, outline sectio~s of a chapter
f. outline an entire chapter
g. summarize single paragraphs
h. summarize larger UYli ts of ma.teria+
SUf.1fvlARY
This chapter has presented teaching suggestions
for the following types of skillsi findinG main ideas,
outlining, locating patterns of organizat~on, note-taking,
summarizing, and recalling. These ~eaching suggestions
are applicable at junior high schoOl level and were selec-
ted both from professional materials and from the author's
expe rie11ce •
25Robinsol1, "Cluster of Skills," Readin.g Teacher,
p. 256.
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